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Summer
LOBO
Classified
·Advertising
1.

IS

THIS·
WHAT

YOUR

KISSES
TASTE
LIKE?
If you smoke
cigarettes, you
taste like one.
Your clothes
and hair can
smell stale and
unpleasant, too.
You don't
notice it, but
people close to
you do.
Especially if
they don't
smoke.
And nonsmokers are the
best peo.ple to
love. They live
longer.

AMERICAN

CAlKER

SOCIETY

10& per word
Marron Hall131
8:30a.m. to 4:oop.m.
Daily

4. HOUSING

PERSONALS

BAHA'I FAITH PUBLIC meeting, 2A June, 8;00
p.m. Alternative Community Center. 106 Girard S,E,
06122
FREE FOUR BEAUTIFUL KITIENS, Call 2434102.
06/29
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, ,ID photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Call 265-2444 or come
07/27
to 1717 Girard Blvd, NE, A-Photographer.
DO YOU KNOW something the LOBO needs to
know? Cal1277-5656 between 9 and 10 a.m.
06/29
CHILDREN BETWEEN AGES 3 & 6 needed for
project on children's thought. If interested1 enl\ Dr.
06/22
Harnick, 277-4209,
BAHA'I FAITH TEACHINGS to establish world
unity. Weekly discussions. FREE Literature. Write
07/27
Box 4873. Zip 87106. Call296-5870.
Sl RRP WF.LJ. I.AST NIGHT?
We're AGORA, 2?7-3013.

2.

if nol,

give us

a call.

LOST & FOUND

SERVICES

QA TYJ?ING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts & tables. 345-2125.
07127
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minule Passport Photos, No appointmenl.
268-8515.
7127

GUITAR LESSONS. Folk, rock, classical, jazz.
Marc's guitar studio, 255·5886. "Quality private
instruction."
07/27
NEEg HELP? DON'T drop out. Will tutor Eng.
100, 101, 102; Chern. 121-122. Bio. 110,121,122.
06/22
Learn how to study. 345-.5212,
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS, rirst lesson free,
beginners welcome, near UNM. 266·9291.
06/22
'MERRIAM'S TYPING SERVICE, call 266-4770.
Expcricm:ed, engineering, legal, medica!, statislical.
07/20
EXPERT BICYCLE REPAIR. CQmpare our prices
on parts and accessories. Albuquerque Bike Coop.
106 Girard SE. Room 117.265-5170.
06/22
TUTORING AVAJLABLE FOR Minority Students
in Nursing in Chemistry 212, Math 102, Biology 239.
Call277-2507.
06129
HAS YOUR 10-SPEED beeome a 1-speed? Do your
brakes stick'} Missing any spokes7 Fix it yourself at
the Albuquerque Bike Coop - tools and instruclion
available. Friendly, relaxed atmosphere. Save money
while you're learning to repair your bicycle! 106
GirardSE. Room 117.265-5170.
06122
VOLVO MECHANIC, REASONABLE. Guaran·
teed. Mike, eves. 247-9083.
06/22

.

ROOMATE WANTED. THREE bedroom house,
yard, carpets, fireplace, animals, $86.00 plus utili des.
Day call Dusty 842-3049. Paul 255-4078. Nighl 2479780.
06/22
FOR RENT IS this sharp 2 bedroom single garage

ROOMY I BR furnished apartment, utilities paid,
$185.00 mo. 116 Harvard S.E. Ca1134S-/.627. 06/22

S.

FORSALE

style at reaS«>nable cpst

Casey Opti"?al Co. f.

PART-TIME JOB: Gales, Oexible hours, good pay.
Possible full-time during break. Call: Phil f<raw;:zyk,
CLU. 883-5360.
07120
NEED EXTRA MONEY for the summer? The
LOBO pays ils reporters. We need liPOrts and news
reporters.
06/29
TUTORS NEEDED FOR Chemistry 212, Math 102,
Biology, 239, Cali277-2S07.
06/22
PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT,
Cashier and
counter-work. Week-ends and some evenings. Hours
wiH be arranged, Will train. Apply ill person ask for
Pete. Frontier Restaurant. 2400 Central SE.
06/22

8.

{Ni!xt. door

tiJ

Cast-1J Jfexall DrtJgj

LPmlls at W 1\shjngtpn

. . :zs 5-63 29

==
Do You Need
Cash?

mertime ...

Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

MISCELLANEOUS

CHEAP WATER BEDS AT Water Trips. $99 buys
you I) Any size dark. walnut stained rrame, 2) sarety
liner, 3) foam insulated comfort pad, 4) any o;ize
mattress with 5-yr guarantee. $99 at Water Trips,
3407 Cenlral NE. 255-2289.
07127
GOOD RABBIT FOOD at the Sundance Vegetarian
Cafe, 127 HarvardSE,
07/06
WOMEN- EARN $50·75- 18 to30years of ageparticipate jn medical research involving blood
drawing and short-term estrogen administration must be normal weight. Call Pat Dodd 277-4064.

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

POETRY READING FRIDAY, June30 in Anderson
Room. Adm. Fn:e.
06122

j

I

l
.I

1972 DATSUN FASTBACK- Excellent condition,
New tires, new clutch, new battery. $1100. Call 2945383 after 5 pm.
7127

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

CONCEPTIONS SOUTHWEST - A collection of
UNM's creative works is ~Q":' on sale at UNM
bookstore, the Mercado, and Marron Hall, Room

131. $2.00. Support the Arts.

In the good old sum-

..

06/2,9

WOMEN BICYCLISTS. Save $3.00 on Avocet
anatomically designed women's saddle. For all day
comfort. R.C. Hallett's. 2122 Coal Pl. SE. 8•;3·9378.
6/29

7/27

BELL BICYCLE HELMETS reg, $33.95
$29.95.
June only. R.C. Hal\eft's. 2122 Coni Pl. SE 843-9378.
6/22
1974 HARLEY XL Sportster, low milage and cherry.
$2,800.00. Call J.D. 831-7211.
06/29
73 FORD VAN E-300, Extra long, carpet, luggage
raGk, good condition, $2,150. 256-0675.
06/22
SUPER TUNE-UPS. $15 any car, You buy parts,
Bob 265-4054.
07120
BICYCLE AND CAMPER Shell. 3-specd. $25.
Import size camper, $150, Evenings 262-0393. 06/22

...,.,~·~

;· ~\

842-6991

\.

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

HANGGLIDER: SEAGULL SEAHAWK. Less lhan
3 hours flying time. Todd. 247-0055.
06129
STOP THROWING YOUR money away on rent. 12'
x 65' three bedroom mobile home, rurnished, washer,
dryer, air-conditioned. Set-up and skirted ncar the
university. $7,500,00. 242-3411.
06/29
MciNTOSH 1900 RECEIVER w/cabinetj Akai GX6000 IOVi inch deck: 281-309.5.
06/22
MUST SELL NEW Panasonic 10-speed. Excellent
condition. Lots of light weight extras. Hardly used.
06/29
Call296-2456 after 6;00 pm.

6.

EMPLOYMENT

TYPESETTER/PASTE UP people will be needed for
fall. Evening hours 8 p.m. to midnight. Freshman
and sophomores prererred. Typing skills required.
We will train for other aspects. Marron Hall131. 8:30
to 4:00p.m. daily.
trn

rHE

estabiiSfirnent
Danee to: Made In The Shade

®

This space contrlbuled by 1he publbtlcr

·•· ~Y~!:(lllsses Qt ·(;pnt#Pf ~n*s
One day service, qt~ality- ~nd .

home with a SE locale. $275 per month. Available
July I st. Call Bob at Sundance Realty 266-560\ eves,
345-4749.
06/22
HELP J FEMALE ROOMMATE needed by June 31.
Share 2 bedroom apt - split rent. Call Valerie any
day after 6:30pm- 881-0495.
06122
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY, l..JTILITIES paid,
$143.00 mo. 1710 Coal Pl. SKj;a1134s-2627. 06/22

06/22

FOUND: LADIES WATCH In rront of Zimmerman
Library. 17 jewel. ldeniify. To claim call 292-3375
arter 2:00. Ask for Keith.
06/29

3.

PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE Students only,
Afternoons and evenings, Must be able to work
Friday nnct Saturday nights. Must be :ZI yrs old.
Apply in person, no Phone calls please. Save-Way
Liquor Stores at 5708 lomas NE, 5516 Mcnua\ NE,
6/29

~ontgonaeryPlaza

Montgonaery at San ~ateo

Is your bicycle tired? Run
down? Suffering- from iron
deficiency anemia? Cheer up!
Let our expert mechanics put
it back. into condition for the
summer months ahead.

1r·····-----~------~
Buy one
1
1 get the next smaJler
free. 1
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now-

Size

PlzU l n n ' a - plzua.,..
u *"P~Jng. Wth ltoll.,.._,,
~you buy any gllnt,IIIQe or medium alzo thin crulll pizza or any illgo alzo
· - CtUII1 pizza 11 tho rogufar manu prk:O, ,.·n glvo you ano pizza o1 tho next
omolla< alza with OQUII numblr ollngrodlanto and tho aamo type cnm troo.
" ' - ' ltoll- wlthguootc:hock.
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5555 Montgomery NE
3040 Juan Tabo
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881-1018
298-6868
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"\Wve get a feeling you're goona lib us.""'
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ss.oo off with coupon

on tune up and Safety checkup
regularly 5 15.00 to 520.00

expires 7·5·78

R. C. Hallett's World Champion Bicycles
2122 Coal Pl. SE

843·9378
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108 VGSSQt SE
Serving:
11 am to midnight Sun-Thur
11 am to 1 am Fri and Sat

We deliver
cit,ywide

268-2300

;~-

Fountain frolic

These kids don't find college life as cumbersome as some young people do.
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Do You Need
Cash?
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·Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly
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WASHINGTON (UPI) A
divided Supreme Court Wednesday
endorsed special treatment of
minorities in university admissions
programs but upheld a claim by
Alia!) Bakke, a white, that he
should have gotten into the
University of California Medical
School.
Bakke, a 38-year-old engineer,

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO

8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

Vol. 82

No. 144
31>14Ul

The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published
Momh1~' through Friday f'\'<'ry f('gular week of

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

BCMC,Cpc
tabs raise
UNM budget
$55 million

Court backs Bakke

I

·tlw University year and weekly during the sum·
mer session bv the Board of Student
Publications of the University of New Mexico,
and is not financiullv a<;,<;ocintcd with UNM,
Second cluss postage J;aid at Albuqucrqnc, New
Mexico 87131. Subscription rate Is $10.1)0 for
the academic year,
The opinions c.-.preo;sed on the editorial
pages of the Dally Lobo are those of the mJtbor
!.Olt~ly. Unsignt!d opinlon Is that of the t>dltorinl
board of the Daily Lobo, Nothing printed in the
Daily Lobo necessarily represents the views of
the Uni\'crsil}' of New Mexico,

had
claimed
''reverse
discrimination" led to his rejection
by the medical school at Davis,
Calif., in 1973 and 1974, while less
qualified minority applicants were
admitted under a separate program.
There was no majority for any
one point of view in the longawaited decision. But the two
leading opinions showed that race
may be considered in fashioning
admissions programs if it is
combined with o;her con:
siderations, although one of them
rejected the use of racial quotas by·
themselves.
Bakke declined to talk to
reporters in California, where he
waited for the decision. But one of

his lawyers; Robert Links, said in
San Francisco "we're elated" at the
outcome and Bakke is "defin.itely
going" to the medical school this
fall.

potential and "a history of overcoming disadvantage."

Justices William Brennan, Byron
White, Thurgood Marshall and
Harry Blackmun found the Davis.
.
program
valid. Their position,
The court coalition was led by
Justice Lewis Powell, :who cast a together with·· Powell's, ·made a
swing vote. Speaking for himself majority of five justices favoring
alone, Powell said the Davis special programs that have approgram must be judged un- propriate guidelines.
constitutional because reserving 16
of ·1 00 opening spaces for
Speaking for his four-vote group,.
minorities niade the selection
Brennan
said the difficulty of the
depend on a racial quota alone.
But Powell said it would be issue - whether government rna.y
permissible to consider race in use race-conscious programs ··to
redress the continuing effects -of
combination with such qualities as past discrimination - should n0t ,
exceptional personal talents, unique "mask the central meaning of the
work experience, leadership opinions."

By DEBBIE LEVY
The 1978-79 UNM budget ap·proved by regents June 5 shows an
increase of $55 million over this
year's budget due to the inclusion in
·the budget of the Bernalillo County
Medical Center and the new
Children's Psychiatric Center
(CPC) which will be dedicated July

5.

~------------------------------------~

World News

Police checking trees

Sideshow star vatlishes

Loneliness Is the- fee-ling that no one cates. Usually that
lone-liness can be lessened by talking with someone.
AGORA Is staffed by students who care. We listen, undetstand tile demands of student life, offer suggestions
when tequested, and can suggest help c:i.nd services when·
desited. Our summer houts ate 10 a.m. to midnight. Come by
ot call. We may be Just what you need!

277-3013

N.W Cornet ffiesa VIsta

SUBSCRIBE

I

r

NOW!
You can post the campus for only
$10 a yea~. That's the cost of a
one year subscription to the New
mexico Daily LOBO. That In·
eludes the weekly summer issues.

r

I

..

If you're leaving, keep in touch

If you don't write. home, the Dally LOBO Is a
message

If a friend needs a Christmans glfl, send the Dally
LOBO

Jr you mlss the Daily LOBO, mail it to yourselft

...

Come to Marron Hall Room 131, or send $10 to:
UNM Box 20, Univ. of N.M., Alb., N.M 87131

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. (UPI)
- Big Sid usually can be found
hanging around the neck of a pretty
girl.
Wednesday, police couldn't find
him anywb.ere.
Big Sid, a 20-foot python who
lives on a diet of dead mice, is the
star sideshow attraction of the
Wonderful World Circus, which
opened without him in a shopping
center parking lot.
The 140-pound snake' slithered
out of his plywood cage last Friday
after circus owner Harry Dubsky
arrived in town to get things ready
for Wednesday's opening. Big Sid
has not been seen since- much to
the dismay of worried mothers.
"We're just waiting for someone
to sight him," said officer Gene
Kars of the Suburban Walker
Police· Department. "He may be
big, but he's not that big. A hippo
you can see from the air; a snake
like this you can't see.''
Residents were asked to call
police if they see Sid hanging

around a tree or crawling along the hadn't," Mrs. Brandmiller said.
sidewalk. At the circus, Sid's job is "He just had a wild imagination."
to wrap himself arount the necks of
Dubsky offered a $50 reward for
shpwgirls.
information leading to the capture
."We've asked people to callus if and safe return of the reptile,
they see him but not to try and valued at $2,000.
capture him themselves,'! Kars
said. "We'll send somebody out,
but I don't want to be the one to go
and get him."
Dubsky warned that though Sid
ate a big dish of dead mice Friday
night and need not eat for a month,
he still is dangerous, if provoked.
The 7-year-old, non-poisonous
MOSCOW (UPI)
Two
snake is a constrictor that crushes American reporters appeared
its victims. Dubsky said his before a Moscow judge Wednesday
prodigal star got loose for six hours .and were ordered to stand trial in
when the circus was in New Jersey one week on slander charges
last week.
brought against them by the Soviet
Elsie Brandmiller, at whose home state television.
Dubsky was staying, said she
Craig Whitney, 34, of the New
received numerous calls from York Times, and Hal Piper, 39, of
mothers afraid Big Sid would eat the Baltimore Sun spent 10 minutes
their children and people who with Chief Judge Lev Almazov,
though they'd spotted the snake.
who told them they would go on
"I just had a young kid here trial July 5.
thinking he'd seen him but he
In a curious act of courtesty,
Almazov first set the trial date as
July 4 but agreed to a one-day
postponement when informed that
July 4 was America's Independence
Day holiday. He ordered the
reporters to submit a written
response to the charges by Friday.
The Soviet state committee for
and televi£ion brought the
radio
BY ALICE Z. CUNEO
suit
after
Whitney and Piper wrote
WASHINGTON, (UPI) - Several hundred anti-nuclear protesters
stories
quoting
Soviet dissidents as
rallied in front of the White House and staged a sit-down demonstration
outside the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Wednesday in opposition to saying that authorities had
fabricated a filmed confession by
the Seabrook atomic power plant in New Hampshire.
Georgian
dissident Zviad GamThe protestors made no immediate effort to enter the NRC building, a
sakhourdia.
move that some members of the group- threatening to borrow the "civil
disobendience" tactics of the anti-war movement- had suggested might
Whitney told the court he
be attempted.
planned to be away on holiday at
At the NRC headquarters Commissioner Richard Kennedy strolled the beginning of July. The judge
among the 350 demonstrators, who called themselves the "Natural Guard told Whitney he hoped both
Radioactivists," and told them he would "certainly" live near a nuclear reporters would be p1 esent at the
facility.
trial but noted that, under Soviet
Kennedy and commission chairman Joseph Hendrie refrained from any law, it could proceed without them.
comment on the Seabrook issue, on which the commission who must make
a decision by friday.
~ft:
~·•»II ,h./u~t_i niLL.nd .thll.i "·"~h'"" .:!'•'n
0 'WIIittley 'Ili.t~l- r8fd 11 repl:!rrg~~ r~~
The NRC is considering whether to suspend the construction permit for and Piper had not decided whether
the 2.3 million, .2,300-megawatt power plant while other sites are con- to comply with Almazov's request
sidered and while the Environmental Protection Agency makes a second to submit a written response to the
study of the plant's planned cooling system.
charges.
The demonstrators, who moved their protest to Washington Tuesday
Meanwhile, the Official Soviet
after a weekend rally at the Seabrook plant site, vowed to maintain their new agency Tass Wednesday
vigil outside the NRC until the decision is anounced.
spelled out the nature of the charges
They sat beside their backpacks on both sides of the downtown street in brought against the reporters.
90 degree heat but made no attempt to block traffic in and out of the
"The charge .. . is that while
building.
having official reports of the state
Washington riot police kept a close eye on them.
television and radio committee,
Earlier the demonstrators rallied at Lafayette Park across from the .Tass and the newspaper Azrya
White House to listen to antiwar activist Daniel Ellsberg and sing anti- Vostoka on the trial of Gamnuclear songs.
sakhourdia, they nevertheless
spread in the press slanderous
information, defaming the honor
"A lot of people are going to have to risk arrest non-vio1~ntly to bring
and dignity of officials of the state
ho~e to the officials of this city and the people of this country that
television and radio committee,"
business as usual in places like the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is
going to kill us all," Ellsberg said.
Tass
said.

Anti-nukes rally
at White House

American
newsmen's
trial set
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The BCMC budget is included
because the hospital is now being
'?Perated under a. lease to UNM
rather than through a joint powers
agreement with the county. This
change resulted through action by
the New Mexico State Legislature
last winter.
Carolyn Tinker, a spokesman for
the UNM Medical Center, said the
CPC dedication will be July 5. The
center will be open for patients a
week or two after that date, she
said.
Dr. Julianne Lockwood, CPC
director said, "The center will not
be fully operational until the
beginning ·of Nov.ember. The
program will be phased in; two (of
the six) cottages will open in midJuly, two more will open in early
fall and the last two will open the
end of October or the beginning of
November.''
The major part of the 20 per cent
increase comes from current
restrictd funds, primarily from the
federal government for specific
ares, Perovich said.
Restricted funds are those
restricted by outside sources. The
federal government is the largest

4th

group in this category and the funds
are used mostly for research, public
service and student aid, said budget
director Jim Wiegmann.
Unrestricted funds are state
funds generated internally from
tuition and other fees, Wiegmann
said.
The largest increase in current
fund expenditures for next year
over this year will be in utility costs
which are expected to rise at least 28
percent.
The center, which will be under
the jurisdiction of the medical
center's department of psychiatry
will be able to accomodate
patients and will employ· an
estimated · 120 to !50 persons
Tinker said.
'
Lockwood said when the center is
fully operational late next fall, the
staff will exceed !50 employees.
"But we must phase in the
program so the staff is trained and
the program is productive,'' she
explained.
Lockwood said the center will
accept patients from infancy
through 14 years old from all over
the state. Only New Mexico
residents will be treated there, she
said, because the center is a state
facility.

Annual
summer
clearance
sale

s3

If the budgets for BCMC and the
CPC were omitted, the 1978-79
budget would reflect a 20 per cent
increase over the current year, said
John Perovich, vice president for
business and finance.
The BCMC budget for next year
is $27.4 million while the CPC's
budget is $1 .8 million.

•

ree

Here's the budget breakdown:

II
Expenditures

1977-78

Main campus
Medical center
Gallup branch
Plant funds

$84,890,300
$32,965,700
$896,617
$14,509,400

Total

$132,452,017«

Revenues

1977-78

Main campus
Medical center
Gallup branch
Plant funds

$84,890,300
$32,965,700
$896,617$
$16,281,310
(estimated)

$99,760,900
$71,330,600
$1,011,827
$16,281,310
(projected)

Total

$135,033,927

$188,376,237

1978-79
$99,760,900
$71,322,200
$1,011,827
$16,281,310

or 20%off

$188,376,237

1978-79

at the

Marchers unite
By J.B. SKENANDORE

' Club members
Two UNM Kiva
are among more than 350 Native
Americans, from more than 80
tribes who are nearing Wasington,
D.C. this week as the month-long
"Longest Walk" nears its goal.
Linda Martinez and Lila Bird
joined the march in Colorado
several weeks after it had started in
Davis, Calif.
The walk began as Indians from
around the country gathered to
protest
current
anti-lndain
lcgislatiqn in Congress by staging
one of the longest protest matches
iri history-all the way across a
continent.
The legislation they oppose
would do away with the treaties by
which the United States settled this
country. The II bills at issure
would affect such things as hunting

and fishing rights, tribal autonomy
and water rights.
The great length of the walk is
intended to emphasize the other
long walks that Jndain people have
had to endure as part of their
forced removal from tribal lands.
These include the Long Walk of the
Navahos in 1864, the Long Walk of
Cheyenne in 1878 and the Cherokee
Trail of Tears in the 1930's.
John Redhouse of the National
Indian Youth Council (NIYC) in
Albuquerque, which is helping to
coordinate the walk, said that the
main body of marchers is now near
Harrisburg, Pa .
Redhouse said an advance group
is already in Wasington, D.C., and
was scheduled to meet on Tuesday
with
Vice-President
Walter
Mondalc as a rrclude to a later
meeting with President Jimmy
Carter.

Ill Harvard SE
8117 Menaul NE
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During this•·week's Downtown Arts in Santa Fe, Thursday, July 6,
The Albuquerque ·Bike Coop is
Saturday Night, July I, the Cof- at 9 p.m. .
beginning its summer series of free
feehou$e will present poetry, song .
bicycle repair clinics next week. The
and chant "Laughing Bear"by
The UNM Pre-Health Science series will run for ten consecutive
tribal duo Harold Little Bird and Club will meet today at 7 p.m. in weeks and will cover all mainTom Heidlebaugh to celebrate the Mitchell Hall room 122. Dr. John tenance and repair procedures for
Native American heritage.
Ladman, professor of anatomy at one-, three-, and ten speed bicycles.
the UNM school of medicine, will For more information, call the
speak on social issues in medicine.
coop.
The Institute of American Indian
Arts will present a benefit perWagon wheels square l!ance club
UNM and five natural resources
formance of dance, theatre and meets Thursday at 7 p.m. on the agencies are presenting an in-depth
music with Santa Fe performers at lower SUB mall. Everyone is workshop on environmental
the Institute of American Indian welcome,
education and natural resources.
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. Egypt's :resident An~ar :>adat should realize by now that if he keeps
tncorporat1ng total Israeli Withdrawal from occupied areas in his peace
,proposals, the peace initiative, while an excellent idea in theory will
remain at a standstill.
'
Israeli Prime Minister Begin has often been called a hardliner as far as
re!i~quishing territory to the Arabs is concerned. As long as he is prime
m1n1ster, few concessions in peace negotiations are likely to ba made.
. As Sadat himself said several months ago, it would be easier to come
to a peaceful agreement with Israel if Golda Meir were prime minister.

The course will run July 10 through ;;?
28. Credit hours may be obtained. 'lil
For more information, contact the .....
Bureau of Land Management.
Z

~

a:

The Sp11nish department is in- (l)
troducing three new cotrrses this (1i!S.
summer for native speakers and 0
bilingual teachers. For more in- 0
e.
formation, contact Sam Guyler in -<
the department.
(continued on page 121
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LAST DAY!

FRI 4·10
ONLY!

"Just beautifu!ly," is how Dorothy Hykes, leader of the movement to
recall Mayor Dav1d Rusk, describes the movement's progresS.
Mrs. ~ykes ~as more than 3,500 petitions, each with room for 17
names, c1rculat1ng throughout the city.
~~s. Hykes has u~til _the Aupust 18 deadline for submitting the
pet1t1o~s, but we don t th1nk she II meet the deadline with the required
8,805 signatures. At least, we hope she wori't.

Time is short. All Custom Hi-Fi
Stores will be closed until 4
Today so that we can see what
we MUST SELL before Inventory.
That means from 4-10 PM we'll
be making deals like never be
fore! Shop early-for best sel·
ection & Remember: We'd 11ather Sell It Than CO<mt It !

SANSUI RECEIVER

Editor:

Nationwide, the oil companies and utilities are consuming close to
three-fourths of t~e total private investments, with most of those investments dete!mtned by a few big investors. The problem is that for
every $100,0~ 1nve~ted, only one job is created in these two industries.
Thus, other tnd_ustnes, such as agriculature and solar, are suffering
from lack of cap1tal; yet these other industries employ many times more
peop}e per $1~,900 inves~ed. Next to federal spending, the oil compan~ s a~d ut1hty s expans10n plans are the reason for unemployment
and mflat1on.
Pres~ntly, t~e uti_lities and oil companies are conducting an anti-solar
camp~1gn wh1~h IS o~t to stop home-based _energy production;
replacmg efectncaf appliances with solar appliances is tess expansive
than new power plant construction.
Solar greenhouses do replace electricity heat pumps; and you can
run evaporative coolers on solar produced steam. If the hot water tank
is also used as a collector, it is less expensive than solar flat plate
systems. PNM looks at solar appliances as being electricity consumers,
not energy producers. Consequently, PNM is promoting electricity as
back up systems, and PNM wants to charge solar homes more per
KWH. If not much gas is used, gas can be used for cooking and
backup.
PNM's solar tower is a 'solar hoax' deliberately designed to be more
expensive than needs to be. If small mirrors instead of large mirrors;
many small towers instead of one large tower and less expensive
manufacturing techniques and less expensive materials were used, the
cost of centralized solar-produced electricity would be reduced substantially.
Citizens for Consumer Ownership's goat is ratepayer ownership of
the electrical distribution system. We want this to be a non-profit
corporation directly accountable to the ratepayer and not politicians,
with the dividends returned to the ratepayer in the form of lower
electricity rates. By forming a ratepayer electricity purchasing
cooperative, we can buy wholesale electricity from neighboring utilities
~nstead of PNM. Furthermore, we can implement real solar policies,
tnstead of those by profiteers. And furthermore, this 'public utility
district' can administer other city utilities such as water, transit, and
solid waste, thus freeing elected officials time to concentrate upon
human services.
·
Simply put, people are mad as hell at taxes and utilities. This
Proposition 13-style proposal is a strong step that 'we the people' of
Albuquerque can take to declare energy independence.
·'

'
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One selling point that I am sure the orientation people use to secure
students for UNM is our olympic size pool.
Our olympic size pool ... one walks into the locker room to get
dressed and is immediately overcome by the heat and the humidity to
the point of gagging. There is never an open window.
Our olympic size pool ... on the way from the women's locker room
to the pool, one is g_reeted by a 4 feet by 6 feet area of stagnant water.
The only way to get to the pool is to tread through the stagnation.
Our olympic size pool ... full of little insects one hopes they don't
swallow.
Our olympic size pool ... may the force be with you if one gets cut.
Asking someone in the equipment room for a band-aid is like asking for
an illegal drug. They simply don't carry things like that.
It is unfortunate that these situations have to exist, especially when
so much money is being poured into basketball and football, Nowhere
else but at UNM. , .
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N.A.V. $490
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6060 AM/FM Stereo Receiver with 40 watts per channel @ 8
ohms, 20-20,000Hz, with no more than 0.4% THO. SAVE
NOW, ON GREAT STEREO!

SANSUJ, BIC, ECI SYSTEM
ONLY $15.37 MO.

~
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-. . •''
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$79

$600$4

N.A.V.
AUTO·

N.A.V.$100

®PIONEER

PL-1120 Belt-Drive Turntable.
Superb accuracy and precision at
a Low. Low Price!
Base & Dustcqver included.

REVERSE

79

l\!l PIONEER
-707 Unique new design with Auto-Reverse and great specs.
Now you can record like a pro. Check it out, TOOAYI

TECHNICS, BIC, ECI
SYSTEM ONLY $18.78 MO.

QOG)$299
.

PIONEER, BIC, ECI SYSTEM
ONLY $18.81 MO.

$429

N.A.V.
$502.70
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N.A.V. $757.70

-

The Best For Less! PIONEER SX-450 AM/FM
Stereo Receiver. BiC 920X Fully Automatic Turn·
table. ECI PROFILE 640, 3-Way Soeakers.

ECI
SYSTEM ONLY $24.80 MO.

THIS 77MS, 7HOfKiH, IU NC7T
GOING 7lJ FOOl AROUNP! A$
SOCW A5 I F!Nt5H lAYING
DOWN MY BAse, I'M HliiAf)JNG

Patricia Lotito

~Die'
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Ugh pool
by Martin Nix
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Recall progresses

Solar hoax
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Technics

forms

Editor:
Fantastic Home Concerts!
JCX-2300 AM/
FM Stereo Receiver. BIC 940X Fully Automatic
Turntable. ECI PROFILE 620, 3-Way Speakers.

Chris Krahling has designated the information and referral office of
th"' Department of Human Services as the agency to distribute the
"Right to Die" document forms to anyone who requests them.
Kurt Adamson at the UNM law library has a copy of this document
form and a copy of the guidelines drawn up by the legal counsel of the
New Mexico Hospital Association to implement this law passed last
year.
I have not asked anyone to prepare a Declaration of Right to Die, but
we feel that every person over the age of eighteen should be aware that
they may do so legally in New Mexico.

DUAL, V
SYSTEM ONLY $40.
TANNIN&

~IeVEtT.

7HeFINEST
HAVI3 7JINNIN6 STATe-RI.IN
CLINICS IN
CALIFORNIA?

I

FACJl/Tie5 IN

7Ht:. o:xJN1l<t.

•

Incredible Savings On Sound!
SA·
5470 AM/FM Stereo Receiver. TECHNICS SL·
1950 Dlrect·Drive Turntable w/ME·909D Cartridge. CERWIN-VEGA 36R,3-Way Speakers.

Editor:
In the past, restless students have engaged in such frivolous antics as
seeing how many students could fit in a telephone booth, streaking,
etc. This year, why not try something that is challenging as well as
enjoyable, such as achieving tuition-free education through the college
• ·· ,
.)evel?
This idea could be defended from every point of view: a) it would be
easy to show that tuition· free e~ucation through college .level is a
natural extension of the democratic process under the equality of
opportunity clause; b) it would reduce unemployment by keeping
young people engaged in academic pursuits for longer periods of time
instead of flooding the job market with unskilled labor; c) it could be
shown that tuition-free education through the college level is not only
self supporting but that it is the most profitable business that any nation
could involve itself in.
Can such a goal be achieved? There are about six million students on
the college campuses in the United States. You could get the high
school student to join in this crusade. If you sent petitions requesting
tuition-free education to the legislators in Washington, bearing in mind
that 1978 is an electin year in which all of the congressmen and onethird of the sena.te is Up for election, every signature would represent a
vote.
The big question is: Are there enough idealist and activists on
campuses today who would be willingJo accept this challenge as being
worthy of their leadership and organizational abilities?
Joseph Pasinosky

099

CLJNIC? YOU

Charlotte M. Carter

Challenging cause

$

Y{)(J Bfi'T'lCR.

You Deserve The Best! TECHNICS ST-7300 Ster- I Pri~••d
eo Tuner. TECHNICS SU-7300 Integrated Amp.ISiter<oo
DUAL 1241 Fully Automatic Turntable w/ME91 00 IT1urntab·le
Cartridge. BIC Formula 5, 3·Way Speakers.

Ahead Of It's Time! ON KYO TX-8500 AM/FM Ster•
ell Receiver. SANSUI SR·535 Direct-Drive Turntable w/ME915 D Cartridge. TECHNICS SB·
6000A, 2-Way Speakers.

SANSUI, BIC, CERWIN·VEGA
SYSTEM ONLY $55.14 MO.

$

NOKIPP/NG'i'
l3VeN AFTeR. OH,il/0..
Pf!IJP 13 '?

I

(!/)PIONEER~-~---~~~
Step Up To Quality! SANSUI TU-717
Tuner.
SANSUI AU-717 Integrated Amp. BIC 981X Fully
Automatic Turntable. GERWIN-VEGA 317 , 4Way

AM/FM Stereo Receiver. BIC 1OOOX Fully Autoic Turntable. TECHNICS SB-?OOOA, 3-Way
N A V The NATIOiiAI.L'I' ADVERTISED VALUE PlltCr-- tepta&l!n\s puc.es prnenlly olrn tho'! pas! established by tnano'ar!urer wnolcsarers or are tmtu
~ton'loled by othors- as I herr regular pr~c~tslor 11141 rdoenhc81 rtem IJue to our philosophy c. I DISCOUNT PRICING they do not netnsal•ly rt>pre!oent our norm111
!Urlhng pnec whtth •S oMen lower than lhl! ~ug:ge$1rtO selling pnces

..

5003-5005 Menaul Blvd.
262-0858
by Garry Trudeau

Vets ask resignation

Kids invade campus
Via youth program
•

By J.B. SKENANDORE

Kids running, swimming, playing
softball and teaming karate. Kids in
classrooms reading, carving wood
and doing arts and cradts.
Sometimes it seems UNM is
invaded in the summer by hordes of
young people who come to use the
various facitilites.
The UNM 1'. Afro-American
Studies program operates a yearround program of academic and
recreational classes, probably most
visible in the summer due to its size.
Founding director Sam Johnson
said the Youth Enrichment
Program started out eight years ago
with only 18 studen~s and a small
.
volunteer staff. It now serves over
SKENANDORE PHOTO 250 students, some of whom work
as aides, but most of whom art
Summer students of the Youth Enrichment program prac- emolled in the classes, Johnson
said.
tice Karate in JUhnson Gym.
The program offers such classes
as Black history, African history,
Black art, African dance, personal
health and hygiene and a wide
variety of team and individual
sports.
Afro-American Studies Director
Dr. Harold Bailey said the program
is intended to instill a "sense of
closest
self-pride, self confidence and
historical and cultural awareness"
in the students.
Bailey said the program tries to
offer courses unavailable in the
Albuquerque school system.
, "In fact, APS sometimes asks us
for lecturers on some of these
regular price on all
CHADWICK PHOTO
topics," he said.
cuts June 22,.23, 24
The program is open to young Debra Durham teaches art class in the Youth Enrichment
people
between ages 7-13 or ages program.
by appt. only
with coupon
14-18 for the aides, he said.
255-3279
2914 Central
Bailey said the program also
serves UNM students by allowing

.

Billa

~fair

ilesigns

Sebring Hair Design
Centre to UNM

offers $2.00 OFF

. The first P-dition of
UNM's new creative publication
of literary and artistic concepts

Summer flasher
highlights June
campus crimes
By MARC MERVIS

...,

__

'

on sale
$2.00
In Marron Hall Room 131
UNM Bookstore and
the Mercado

A bevy of larcenies, an auto theft, two bomb threats and a stack of
police reports are all that remain as the June blotter makes way for the
month of July.
UNM campus police records indicate the lose of a camera, a CB radio,
28 bicycles and a rubber plant. Also stolen this month were three billfolds
and a purse containing four driver's licenses, two nursing licenses, two
credit cards, two UNM !D's, a medical card and cash.
Two of the billfolds reportedly were left in plain view of the opportunity-seeking thief, one in an unlocked auto.
.
Another report recorded the theft of a UNM payroll check left between
the pages of a checkbook on a mealtray in the SUB.
~ rash of hub-cap thefts began June 16, six reported cases, witi} five
occurring within the 24-hour period June 21-22.
A 1964 four-door blue and white Chevrolet was stolen from parking lot
one of BCMC before 9:30a.m., June 16.
On June 19, a bomb threat was called in to BCMC about 2:30a.m. and
money was demanded. Another threat was called in on June 23; two
bombs were reported by an unidentified male to have been planted in
Scholes Hall. Each case resulted in a false alarm.
Two cases of indecent exposure were reported on June IS and 21. The
first case occurred on the president's lawn. The second occurred in the
women's locker room of Johnson Gym,
Criminal damage to property was reported three times this month; once
when a bullet was fired into the south conference room of BCMC, a second
time when .a rock was thrown through a window of Computer,Centl\r room
.144. No one was injured. There were no suspects or witnesses rep·orted.
The third incident involved damage to the windshield wipers and radio
antenna of a privately owned auto.
Bicycle theft on campus has continued at a relentlessly constant pace.
Fourteen more bikes were stolen between June 14 and 25, bring the total to
28 for the month. The loss value for bikes stolen since June 14 is $2359,
compared with $1430 for the first part of the rnonth in which the same
number of were stolen. Loss value for the month to date comes to $3789.
Lt. Alex Roybal of the UNM campus police recommends that bicycle
owners protect their bikes with case-hardened stell locks and chailis. He
said bike shops sell special locking devices for $15-20.
Roybal said it would take a set of 36-inch heavy bolt cutters to open a
steel lock and chain. He said this equipment would be too heavy for bicycle
thieves to lug around. "A $2.98 lock won't protect a bike," he said.
Another way to reduce the market for s!olen bikes, Roybal said, is to
register the bike with Operation ID, hooked up 'With a nationwide com·
puter of the National Crime Information Center (NClC).
"The more bikes thast are stamped for ID, the le" hikes will be taken."
Roybal said registration with Operation ID is a free ~crvicc to bicycle
owners that takes only two to three minutes.

Graduate
Record
Examination

Loans cause
·internal $trife

•

I

both graduate and undergraduate in Swahili) Dance Group, which has
students to get academic credit and performed around New Mexico.
Youth Enrichment is funded by
field experience in dealing with
Board of· Regents supplemental
students.
The program has also been funds, while UNM donates its
responsible for the creation of the facilities, such as Carlisle Gym and
junior Uhuru Sasa (Freedom Now the athletic fields.

Anyone interested in taking the

during this summer may contact
the Testing Division before June 30
to make a·rrangements.
277-5345

ByT.E. PARMER
UNM
Student
Veterans
Association .president Cisco Garcia
said Wednesday his organization
would 'demand the resignation of
Max Clelland, head administrator
of the Veterans Administration,
due to problems with educational

roans.

Spcecializing in
natural fiber clothing

"We are disappointed with the
VA Educational Loan process. The
VA is one of the most solid
governmental agencies financially,
and one of the few always running
in the black, yet it's the most
difficult to get any money out of,"
Garcia said.

EVERITIDNG
20-40% off
June 29 -July lst
Birkenstock sandles, dresses, blouses, hats, shirts, scarfs, 100% cotton under-garments, cotton Dansldns, silk blouses, 100% cotton tshirts, chinese shoes, jewelry (Laurel & art deco}
baskets, card?. bedspreads & ru~
2916 Centrals~
•
2o6-9946

The problems with the VA
Educational Loans, which are
similar to the National Direct
Student Loan, began when the VA
changed the qualifications, making
it more difficult for veterans to
quality, said Mike Wheeler of
Veterans Guidance.

11-6 p.m.

---horse rentals and riding lessons
in Tijeras

The
Student
Veterans
Association had a booth on the
mall Wednesday to infprm veterans
of the programs available and to
give guidance and counseling.

too. ,,

294-3990
.'.

If all goes well, Albuquerque will
have a new independent television
station by late summer or early fall,
1979.
Independent stations have no
network affiliation.
Gene Adelstein, general manager
for KZAZ-TV, Tuscon, Ariz., said
the parent company of the station
will be applying to the FCC
sometime
next
week
for
Albuquerque's only remaining
license.
If the license ;r..;:tpplication is
approved, broadca~~lng could b~gin
as early as next summer or fall,
Adelstein said.
He said the station will broadcast

•

Wombacher photo

Members of the UNM Student Veteraos encourage passersby to write their congressman.

TV license

By JOHN CHADWICK

' ,,

...

Company may grab
la~t

Visa/MC

Las Lomas Ranch Riding Stables

"The VA was afraid of losing
money through the default of loan
repayments like other educational
loan agencies had," Wheeler said.

"We can hook up the vet with a
tutor in a few rhys instead of a few
weeks,"
~~cia
said. "We're
always recruiting tutors for vets,

•

on channel 14 on the UHF
frequency.
The company, which owns the
Tuscan station, started looking at
Albuquerque a year ago as· a
potential market for another
station and decided early this year
to apply for a license, Adelstein
said.
He said one factor that influenced the decision to come to
Albuquerque W<~S the lack of an
independent station here.
Management and personel to
staff the station will be from
Albuqerque, Adelstein said.
Sandia Crest has been selected as
the site for the transmitter, through
a site for the studio has not beep
selected yet, Adelstein said.
-

•'

10 minutes
east on 1-40

Scenic
trails and
mountain streams
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2 fresh eggs any style ..................... $1.10
Plain 3 egg omelette (toppings extra)......... $1,29
1 fresh egg. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89¢
Huevqs Rancheros (without meat)........... *1.19
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Egg orders above include choice of
breakfast meat, hast browns, or toast
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Hot off the Griddle
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Griddle items include choi~e
of breakfast meat
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2 pieG~§ ofJ}J.i,~~~t::~~~~ t?'i'lj!-~f,;c't>,~';1·c~tl·\;\" · • • • • • · 99¢
1 piece of thick french toast ............... 85¢
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UNM student Leslie Donovan fights her way up
wheelchair ramp at Central and Stanford.
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·sy alternative· methods
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By WENDELL T. HUNT
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Sweet Tooth
150 varieties of candy Including natural
candles, nuts, gum, and Imported candy
Penny candy still available!
Across from UNffi

2220 C•ntrol SE
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Deaf teacher communacates

other sounds .taken for granted,
faded for Phyllis Fletcher. She qses
=a
her
eyes to do the tasks her ears.no
Cl
She )ives her life in silence. Long
o since have the sounds of singing longer can.
Phyllis is the Manual Com-~ birds, children playing, voices and
:>.

lfiE INSIDE STORY
ON OUR DO~N B"GS

munications instructor for UNM's
Communicl!tive . Disorders Dept.
Her deafness necessitates the use of
sign language and lip reading for
, her to communicate. She is the sole
instructor of Manual Communication at UNM and the only
university level deaf instructor in
New Mexico.
Manual Communications, also
referred to as sign language,
consists of the communication
j)rocesses used by the .hearing
J
•

'
would
be it. Not the news, not the
not just arbitrary gestures."
of
conversation, but music."
voices
One of her major goals is trying
"Some
deaf people are not
to remove the fear which her
students have towards conversing particularly fond of ·music. They
with the deaf. However. she doesn't· cannot reali:~;e its beauty or what it
want to instill too much confidence can do because they have never
in her students. Many times, heard. l heard when I was young. I
persons with nor more than three know what it's like to want to hear
semesters of education in sign a violin. People get so hung up on
language ru:e placed into positions rock, but the violin, so delicate, so
as Manual Communit;:ations moving ... I miss music."
One of the greater challenges in
teachers for the deaf.
Phyllis'
life has been raising her
"I can understand why a person

,,
None of your warmth
can escape, because
none of the seams are

'.

You're In for an
exclusive-starting
with Camp 7's
contoured (shaped
to you) baffles.
You're surrounded
with prime down.

"Historically, American sign language ha~;~ been suppressed and only recen. tly has it been recognized as a language ... it is not just arbitrary gestures."

~~~~~~~
The Albuquerque Bike Co-op
announces its summer series of

FREE BICYCLE
REPAIR CLINICS

Bring your bicycle I
Tools and instruction provided (free!)
6:30p.m. Thursdays in the Bike Co-op
Tonight's•topic:
brake maintainence and repair

Dartmouth

The series will run for 10 consecutive
weeks and will cover maintainence jg
BIKE cooP
and repair procedures for one·three- &
and ten-speed bicycles. For more in·
Alternative
formation call265-5170. 106 Girard SE ~~-...---c.-om~:,~~~
Room 117.
Girard

[!]

OLYMPIC

Speedo
• Aquatic accessories

•

Swim Goggles
Swim Caps
Carry Bags

Pony Jogging

Shoe Special
Blue and White

Tred
2-Z
racquetball/
handball
shoe

was $24.95 now 19.95

NEW!
Yasaka
Pong

Bats
Nittaku
Balls

In the SUB
East of

impaired. It is more than just sign
language, as it also includes
fingerspelling (the alphabet formed
with the fingers), English Signing
(using a sign for every word),
American Sign Language (signs
representing concepts) and the
various other forms of communicatiqn used by the deaf.
Phyllis teaches all three methods, as
she feels this better prepares the
student ofr communicating with
hearing imparied persons.
Phyllis began her teaching career
six years ago, after receiving her
masters
degree
from
Eastern New Mexico University in
Special Education, with an emphasis in Deaf Education. In 1972
she was invited to help teach a new
course in sign language at UNM,
and was soon hired as a temporary
instructor. Student interest in the
program increased, resulting in her
status being raised to part-time
instructor. Three days each week
during the fall and spring, she
teaches two beginning, two intermediate, and one advanced
course to approximately 140
students. All courses are 400 level
and have just been raised to three
credit hours each. After several
years, Phyllis has now been
awarded a full-time instructor

would want to utilize his newly son, who has normal hearing.
"Kip is nine years old," she said.
attained skill, but it takes from four
"I
know having a deaf mother is
to six years of study for someone to
difficult
for him. He feels that there
achieve certification from the
are
more
advantages in a deaf
National Registry of Interpreters
for the Deaf (NRID). You can see mother though, and that relieves
why I object to someone who has me because I know how hard it can
only taken one, two or three be. But I feel now that his world is
courses trying to interpret when wider than most children's."
Learning sign language from his
they are not skilled enough to
mother,
Kip often interprets
convey the total message to a deaf
telephone
conversations for her.
person. Most people do not realize
Phyllis'
home
is also equipped with
how unfair this would be to a deaf
person, not give him the best a teletypewriter (TTY), a relatively
expensive telephone device, which
possible translations."
Phyllis was first discovered to if the calling party has a similar
have a hearing problem when she device, will transcribe the incoming
was twelve years old. At that time, phone messages into printed words
she was severely hard of hearing. so one can read the message.
Visually handicapped persons
She was completely deaf by the end
of high school, but would only have difficult lives, but the deaf
accept that she was only hard often receives less sympathy.
People tend to feel that it is
hearing.
"College was very hard for me. bothersome to communicate with a
No one could understand my deaf individual, whereas one can at
problem. People were always telling least speak with the blind.
''People can close their eyes and
me to stop feeling sorry for myself.
understand
immediately what
I had no interpreters or notetakers
blindness
means,"
says Phyllis,
and had to do it all by myself. At
least now there are counselors, and "but you cannot understand
the public schools have better deafness. You can understand what
programs to help the handicapped, it is like to be hard of hearing, but
but at that time there was nothing." you cannot understand total
She has not let her handicap silence. And when you cannot
restrict her activities away from the understand something, you can't

"There was torment, almost insanity realizing that I would not hear music
the rest of my life ... I know~ what it's like to hear a violin, so delicate, so
moving."

position.
Phyllis believes the courses are as
academic and difficult a~ a foreign
language.
"People feel that you are just
learning a visual interpretation of a
word," she says. "Historically,
American sign language has been
suppressed and onl:(;f~ently has it
been recognized as·~olilnguage with
distinct grammar and ,syntax. It is

Tio Vivo

university. Aside from being a Cub readily sympathize with it."
Scout den mother, she spends much
Certain myths have persisted
of her time working with the New concerning the loss of one of the
Mexico Registry of Interpreters for five senses. Many believed that the
the Deaf, of which she is a board remaining senses increase in their
member.
NMRID
is
an receptive ability to compensate for
organization whose primary that sense which was lost.
"People think that you develop a
concern is trying to upgrade the
standards and skills of interpreters special acuteness in your other
in New Mexico. She is also a senses after you lose one," she said,
member
of
the
National "but that is not true. You come to
Association of the Deaf, and a rely on your other senses more, you
charter member of the New Mexico become more aware. In deafness,
Association of the Deaf. In 1975- there are no longer sounds to
77, Phyllis was the national director distract you."
of the Miss Deaf America Pageant.
Her social life has not been
recently, she was appointed for a restricted because of her handicap.
three year term to the Mayor's She loves rollerskating, bowling
Committee on the Handicapped for and will often go to see a movie.
Albuquerque. During the upcoming She . ne::ds an interpreter during
months, she will be working with mov1es, . but can. usually _follow
the National Reoistrv nf Inter- along frurly well Without assistance
· preter~
ihe n~a'f:'a;sh~waii']u'sf""b'y'l!Wiei!CIIh's': W1-l~t-.'j"il'~tb.<g
inselected as a member of the terpreter, . she glances back and
evaluation-certification team.
forth while also using peripheral
vision to view the film, she said.
Phyllis is a certified lip reader,
and does not have ail interpreter
Phyllis loves music, and in the during · the day. She will ocfall of 1977, she spent much of her casionally call upon one of her
time producing "The Signs of students to interpret for her when
necessary, though.
Christmas", a regionally televised
When speaking to a deaf person,
program
which
pres en ted
Christmas songs and carols per- Phyllis said, "A hearing person
!>hould slow down and realize that
formed in sign language.
tile deaf are not different, they just
Of music, she said, "There was
can't
hear you. One should not yell,
torment, almost insanity realizing
it doesn't help. They should try
that I would not hear music the rest
writing. ~1ost importantly, hearing
of my life. And that no matter how
persons should try to put themmuch you want it, you're not going
selves
in the deaf's shoes, and ask
to gel it. That was terrible to go
themselves how they would
through. H I could only hear one
type, one category of sound, that
col11mllnicate."
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2421 SAN PEDRO NE
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Just between
the zipper: a fulllen,nth
draft tube with down
compartments.
Machine washable and
A self-repairing nylon

ASHER PHOTO

..

zipper. Unzips flam
the head ... and the
foot.

Sf!t. John Seiler and Officer John Ortega cut the chain of one of many illegally parked
bicycles on campus.

Campus
briefs

thropology, has been published by
David F. Liddicoet was recently
Newbury House Publishers, Inc. of presented a four-year AFROTC
Rowlesy, Mass.
scholarship in a ceremony at UNM.
Liddicoet is the son of Colonel
and Mrs. William B. Liddicoet of
Albuquerque.
Dr. James S. Findley, who
recently became chairperson of the
biology department, was presented
with the "C. Hart Merriam Award
for Outstanding Contributions to
Mammalogy" by the American
Society of Mammalogists during its
annual meeting_ in June.
Findley has spent many years
studying mammals, particularly
bats, from around the world.

*******

Two anthropology professors
have contributed essays to a new
study of the Chichimec Sea which is
a metaphorical equivalent of the
large area of mountains, desert,
and dried up lake beds covering
much of northern Mexico and parts
of the American Sourthwest.
"Across the Chichimec Sea:
Papers in Honor of J. Charles
Kelley" will be published next
month by the Southern Illinois
University Press. UNM anthropology Professors J.J. Brody
and Robert Lister are two of the 20
Janet Roebuck, an associate
scholars who submitted papers for professor of history,
was
the book.
unanimouly elected president of the
faculty senate, a representative
body from all UNM's schools and
colleges which governs academic
A book about educational affairs.
In addition, Linda Estes of the
linguistics, written by Dr. Bernard
Spolsky, dean of graduate studies health, physical education and
and professor of linguistiCs, recreation department was reelementay education and an- elected vice president of the senate.

"*******

*******

for adult recreation

Classes offered
Classes in subjects ranging from aerobics to ballroom dancing will be
offered in the second session of the 1978 UNM Summer RecreationProgram for Adults.
The classes, which begin July 10 and run through Aug. 3, are open to all
adults who are at least 18-years-old. All classes are held on campus.
Classes include:
-Aerobics on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 6 to 7 p.m.
-Belly dancing on Mondays and Wednesdays from 7 to 9 p.m.
-Cycling on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 6:45 to 8 a.m.
-Physical conditioning on Mondays and Wednesdays from 7 to 8 p.m.
- Beginning swimming on Mondays and Wednesdays from 8 tc 9:30
p.m.
- Intermediate s.wimming O\'J Tuesdays and Thursdays from 8 to 9:30
p.m.
-Beginning tennis on Mondays and Wednesdays from 7 to 8 a.m.
- Intermediate tennis (two classes) on Mondays and WedPesdays from
7 lO 3 a.m. and on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 7 to 8 a.m.
- Beginning volleyball on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays from 7 to 8 a.m.
- Intermediate volleyball on Mondays and Wednesdays from 7 to 9
p.m.
-Weight training on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 9 to 10 p.m.
- Beginning yoga (two classes) on Mondays and Wednesdays from 7 to
9 p.m. and on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 7 to 9 p.m.
-Intermediate yoga on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 5 to 7 p.m.
-Ballroom dance on Mondays and Wednesdays from 6 to 7 p.m.
- Racquetball (five classes) on Mondays and Wednesdays from 7 to 8
a.m., on Mondays and Wednesdays from 9 to 10 p.m., on Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 9 to 10 p.m., on Mondays and Wednesdays from 8 to 9
p.m. and on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 8 to 9 p.m.
Complete information and advance registration can be obtained by
contacting the registration center at the UNM Division of Continuing
Education and Community Services, 805 Yale NE. Registration can also be
conducted on the first day of class.

Came In and get the whole
story on the very finest
equlpmentloryour money.

dry cleanable!

The more you know about
camping the more you want ...
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i Lobos Are 33rd

Arts
events
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the steeplechase with a time of
8:33:4. Sammy Kipkurgat, another
UNM has just finished com- , Lobo, finished high. in the 800
p:eting in the national track meet
with a finish of 33rd in a field of meters with a personal high of
about 160 other teams.
I :46:3.
.
UNM finished third among
UNM had qualifiers in the 440
WAC
teams finishing behind
intermediate hurdles and 110
UTEP
and
BYU.
hurdles.
Winning the nationals was USC
Harrison Koroso finished sixth in
with 56 points, second was a tie
By ERNEST MONTOYA

between UCLA ahd UTEP with 52
'•
points each.
By doing so well in the nationals,
Sa.'Timy Kipkurgat, Fatwel Kimaiyo
and Jeremiah Ongwae will be going
to the Commonweal.tn Games to be
held in Canada, August 3-13. These
athletes will be competing in their
specialty events while representing
Kenya.

LEVY PHOTO

A/buquerqueims enjoy browsing through
annual N.M. Arts and Crafts Fair

im exhibit at the

Friday, June 30: Poetry Readings
"Thr~e
Women From New
Mexico,"
8 p.m., in .the
Humanities Building Theater.
Admission is free.
Saturday, July I: Ballet del
Monte Sol, 8 p.m., RodeyTheater,
admission charge.

Exhibit: Raymond Jonson's 29th
Annual Summer Exhibition,
Jon son Gallery, daily except
Monday, noon to 6 p.m.
Exhibit: 19th century Navajo
weaving, Maxwell Museum,
Monday thru Friday 9 a.m. - 4
p.m., Sat. 10 a.m.- 4 p.m.
Exhibit: Spanish Colonial Paintings, New Mexico Santos and
Bultos, also "Paintings, Drawing

and Photographs Done In New
Mexico," Art Museum, Fine Arts
Center, Tuesday thru Friday 10
a.m. - 3 p.m., Sunday 1-5 p.m.
Admission charge.

to wait until
relay team to nationals.

Bearman Run

By DEBBIE LEVY
It's an art lover's paradise.
The annual New Mexico Arts and Crafts Fair, held this year June 23
through June 25, not only promotes art for the state, but also ·gives ne
unrecognized artists the chance to be before the public, said Gene Hunt,
president of the fair.
"We're very proud of the fair,·" Hunt said, "It's becoming one of the
oldest and largest fairs in the country."
The arts and crafts fair was created in 1962, when, in conjunction with
New Mexico's fiftieth anniversary of statehood, several Old Town merchants corroborated to design and run the fair. It became an annual event
because of the overwhelming acceptance by the public and the eagerness o
the artistic community to participate,
Growth in public attendance and artist and craftsman participation
forced the fair's move to the state fairgrounds in 1969, where it is still held.
This year's fair featured 210 booths and 260 exhibitors, Hunt said. All
exhibitors are chosen by an art jury or a crafts jury. Each jury is composed
of recognized artists and craftsmen throughout the state, he said. This year
there were five arts jurors and six crafts jurors.
"Messages are sent through advertisements and other media saying
entries will be accepted in February," Hunt said. He said an artist may
send three examples of each form and may enter more than one category.
For instance, an artist may send entries for both watercolors and pottery,
but can send only three examples of each.
Hunt said the entries are then judged without knowledge of the artist or
craftsman. A computer tallies the scores and those above a certain cutof
total become exhibitors in the fair.
"Another plateau is set for standby exhibitors in case an artist cannot
make it to the fair," Hunt said .
He said there is usually half art and half crafts in the fair, but this year
there was about 40 per cent art and 60 per cent crafts.
The fair is southwest-oriented, with all three New Mexico cultures
represented by both exhibitors and exhibits.
Fair exhibits included watercolors, oils, basketry, handmade drums and
brooms, hand blown glass, porcelain, belts and buckles, spinning,
woodblock prints, batik, enamel on copper paintings, photography, ink
:aricatures and brush and ink political cartoons.
There was also a special exhibit of sculptures, drawings and paintings by
southwest artists Fed eric Remington and C.M. Russell. The works were on
tan from the Amon Carter Museum of Western Art in Te~as.

Ortega- Wins
By ERNEST MONTOYA

Lio,nel Ortega

Golfer Berry
Looks Ahead
To August

..

Fly Marine~
1ft

Talk with 2nd Lt. Steve VerHelst outdoors on the north side of the

N.M .. Union on July 5 & 6, about how you can be guaranteed assign·
ment to flight school, or ca1l the Marine Officer Selection Team at
766-2816.
2nd Lt. VerHetst (1977 UNM Graduate) Is at1ached for 2 weeks to the
Marine Officer Selection Team prlor to reporting for flight training at
NAS Pensacola, Florida.

After being defeated in the city
womens golf championships by
Rosemary Thompson, UNM's
Barbara Berry now looks ahead to
the New Mexico women's state
amateur tournament to be held
Aug. 6-12 at the Albuquerque
Country Club.
Berry, who won the state
championship in Roswell in 1964
and again in Socorro in 1968, felt
the city championship was "a good
match."
However, her performance on
the green seemed to be the difference in the contest.
The state tournament also
features four-time winner and
defending
champion Nancy
Romero, who is also a UNM golfer.

Intramural
Entries Due
Today

All Lee
All Levi's

Entries for the Intramural
summer softball league and co-ree
volleyball league are due today at
the managers meeting at 12:00 noon
in room 120 of Johnson Gym.
All teams wanting to enter mu: ·st
have a•representative at the me~eting
to turn in the roster of players.

13.50 1st pair
12.50 2nd pair

A minimum of seven players
must play in softball with 10 players
maximum. The volleyball teams '
must have two men and two
women.

lobo
men's
2120 Central S.E. •
s h 0 p iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiii
~4iHill54

Volleyball will be played on
Tuesdays and Thursdays at noon
and it hasn't yet been decided when
softball will be played.
·
If there are any questions or
problems come to the meeting
today or come by the lntramurals
office in room 230 of Johnson
Gym.

Lionel Ortega, former UNM standout in track continued his winning
ways by taking the Leroy Bearman Memorial Run Saturday.
Ortega, accompanied by his wife Lilian in his quiet S.E. heights home,
said he had started track in his junior year at West Mesa. Ortega was
considered a great runner as he made his way to Adams State College and
finished fourth in the NAJA Championships.
Ortega, who runs thirteen miles in the morning and from seven to nine in
the evening, said he hopes to make it to the Olympics in 1980; Ortega said
he will be running in the Oregon Club Marathon in September.
He said that pure enjoyment of running has kept him going. Ortega has
competed in runs from four miles to twenty six mile-marathons. The
longeest Oretega has run was over thirty miles in practice. Ortega tunes up
for his runs with short calesthenics and perhaps a short jog.
Ortega is currently in the New Mexico Track Club and recalls some fond
memories at UNM.
While at UNM, Ortega was all American his junior year and won the
marathon at Canada his senior year. Ortega also won the Texas Relays
10,000 meter run which happens to be one of his favorite events.

Week after week, in column after column, athletes are hunted down,
interviewed, quoted and sometimes misquoted. Today this column will
break away from that pattern. Today's column deals with the Mike
Roberts and the Bart Ripps of the world. It deals with the writers and the
broadcasters in the world ofsports.
The typewriter keys seem just a little bit heavier this week.
The words are not popping onto the paper as fast as in weeks past.
It's hard to describe the world of sport journalists because it's not your
average job, with average hours and average pay.
Someone once asked me "What kind of work do you do?"
"I'm a sportswriter," I answered.
"Oh, one of those guys who sit in the press box drinking free beer,
huh?"
"Yeah, among other things."
"You mean you get paid for that?"
The pay is sometimes great (if you're on the Sports Illustrated staff) or
close to non-existant if you're a really dedicated writer (and can't get a job
anywhere else).
For some the job brings the honor of being called a "stupid jerk" by a
siar athlete, or being threatened by one of the top coaches in the nation.
For sports broadcasters, having survived a show without the prompter
running out of control or accidentally being taken off the air by some
•· ·
electronic failure, can be major acheiverhents:
There are deadlines to meet, air time or news space to fill.
There are people who are easily enraged by journalists and there are
people who are anxious to see their names in print or catch their face on
T.V. ,
Sports journalists travel from press boxes to newsrooms, munching on
peanuts and guzzling down beer.
They flock to the biggest sport events in town. Some of them are dressed
in suit and tie.,
Some have developed an instinct about the soprt they are covering.
"This one's gone," one sportswriters said confidently as he pointed out
towards the baseball player swinging his bat.
The pitched ball sailed toward the batter and he gave it a vicious swing.
The ball sailed up, back and further back. But instead of going over the
wall, it hit it.
The sportwriter just shrugged.
It was close enough. Despite what sportswriters think, sports journalists
don't know everything there is to know about sports. They don't have too.
And some weeks the keys are just a little harder to push and the right
words just don't pop.

30-i 1 Monte Vista N.E.
near UNM
just
of Central and Girard

Delta Law requires you to read this
message be/ore you leave town.
O.K., this is goodbye! Go out and get drunk!
Live it up! Have fun! The summer is yours!
But some time this summer, like around August 4th,
you'd better be ready to see the funniest college
movie ever created. Don't blow it!

TV film returns
L'Egisto, I he Marriage of Figaro,
Salome, and Santa Fe's bicentennial production of Virgil
Thomson's The Mother of Us All.
John Crosby, founder and
general directory of the Santa Fe
Ope.1·a, is the subject of a lengthy
interview showing his multiple
capacities as opera impresari and
Once again tli.e Santa Fe Opera
conductor.
The narrator of the documetary
program has the honor of opening
is baritone Donald Gramm.
the new season of the PBS Opera
Theater Series, as it did in 1977.
Interviews with a number of the
The documetary has been cut to
1976 Santa Fe Opera artists are also
60 minutes and was filmed during
featured in the film as well as scenes
the 1976 Santa Fe Opera season by
from· the backstage and rehearsal
WNET Channel 13 (New York)! and''' r•activirieS'nat•rUte- operlii· 'ail'lfilrrt~d
the BBC. The film includes peragainst the spectacular landscape of
formance sequences of La Traviata,
New mexico.

.Monday, July 3, 9 p.m. marks
the welcome ret urn of the TV
documentary, "The Opera House
that Blooms in the Desert -- The
Santa Fe Opera" on KNME-TV,
Channel 5. The documentary is to
be aired nationwide at that time
over the PBS television network.

Ballet to visit Rodey

I I

On Saturday night, July I, at 8 p.m. the Ballet del Monte Sol will bring
its varied dance program to the Rodey Theater on the UNM campus. The
Ballet del Monte Sol is a professional dance company headquartered in
Taos.
The program for Saturda's performance will include selections from the
classical ballet "Les Sylphides" to the music of Chopin. Two contemporary works by choreographer Stephanc Laurent "The Garden" and
"Pygmalion '78" will be danced tO electronic scores, and a piece by James
Starbuck will use several popular disco tunes as background for new ballet
styles.
Tickets for the Rodey Theater performance are available at all
Ticket master locations in Albuquerque and Santa Fe.

This summer the movie to see will be

A comedy from Universol Pictures

THE WITTY SIMMONS· IVAN REITW.N PRODUCTION
"NATIONAL LAMPOONS ANIWIL HOUSE' ''"'"~,JOHN OELUSHI· TIM MATHESON
JOHN VERNON · VEI\NA OLOOM · THOMAS HULCt and
DONALD SUTHERLAND as JENNINGS · Produced by MATTY SIMMONS and
IVAN REITMAN ·MusicbyELMEROERNSTEIN Written byHAPDLD MMIS.
DOUGLAS KENNEY G CHRIS MILLER· Directed by JOHN LANDIS
"~"",·•""'l"':-_-:-,-.· ;<-:-:~.--- · w.c·;:.~,- • ·' <:..,] • ,.,,, ..." "'""'" "'"'•
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You'll be talking about it all winter!
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binding

The Copy and Media Center of the.
UNM General Library has issued a
reminder that custom bindng
services and supplies of various
kinds are available to UNM
1:1
There wUI be a poetry reading in · students and faculty.
g the Humanities Building Theatre,
Patrons
may have their
'I< Friday, June 30. Three women
documents bound in paper or clear
poets will be featured. There will be
plastic covers for 75 cents, in vinyl
;,: an open reading afterwards. The .
covers for $1.25 or in hard covers
event is sponsored by the ASUNMfor $3. A selection of colors is
ri GSA Poetry Series. Admission is available.
- free.
A binding which fastens loose
pages by a new heat-forming
process is also available for 35
cents. Another thermal binding
process costs SO cents. The center is
The New Mexko Wheelmen located on the lower level of
schedule bicycle. rides every Sunday
Zimmerman Library.
morning at 8 a.m. There are rides
for. both experienced and inexperienced riders. The-starting point
is the Popejoy Hall box office on
campus.

9

VW FASTBACK FOR SALE: S600, Bood •hopt, Call
afler S:OO p.m. 345.7043 or877-S939,
07106

Summer
LOBO
Classified
Advertising

=i

10c per word
Marron Hall 131

••

Do You Need
Cash?.
Earn'$15.00.a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence-

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

Grants
aWa r d.e d

Daily

BEGIN-

NING/INTERMEDIATE Pri..,ate or aroup classes.
UNM Senior ~n Ouiiar. 266-7294.
07/0S

1. PERSONALS

4·

prices in 'own. Fasl, ple1sing. Calll6S~l444 or come

lo 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. A-Photoarapher.

07127

HOUSING·

Rentals. S~O f~.

""

06/29

DO YOU KNOW some1hin1 1he LOBO needs 10
know? Caii277·S656 bel ween 9 and 10 a.m.
06/29
BAHA'I FAITH TEACHIJ«lS 10 csaablish world
\lnily. Weekly discussions. FREE Literature. Wrile

Box4873. Zip 87106. Caii2!16-S870.
07/27
EVER FEEL THE NEED to jus! shout the blues?

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, med1cal,
scholastic. Charts& tabl~s. 345-2125.
07/27
KJNKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3~minute Passport Photos. No appointment.

268·8515.

7127

GUITAR LESSONS. Folk, rock, classical, jazz.
Marc's guitar studio. 255-5886. "Quality private
instruction."
07/27
NEED HELP? DON'T drop out. Will tUior Eng,
100, 101, 102; Chern. 121·122, Bio. 110,121,122.
Learn how to study, 345-5232.
07/06

MERRIAM'S TYPING

~ER

VICE, call 266-4770.

Experienced, engineering, legal, medical, statistical.

07120

ROOMMATE NEEDED TO !!hare large r1ew 2
bdrm, 2 balh mobile home. Localed near Tramway
exit.' $1 10 per monttl; share ricctridt)' and phoJJe.
Prefer quiel, non~smokin& persoo. Conttu;t K3rla af·
ter6 p.m. at 293-\)369'
07/06

5.

FOR SALE

----------·---WOMEN BICYCLISTS. Save $3.00 on Avocel
anatomically designed women's saddle. For all day
comfort. R.C. Hallell's. 2122 Coal Pl. SE.843·9378.
6129

Bob 265-4054.

l

277-563",

All New Mexicans are being
invited to tour the 8.8 acre site of
the N_ew Mexico Children's
Psychiatric Center:
The center is located on the UNM
medical campus, north of Lomas
Boulevard.
It consists of 12
separate buildings, including six
cottages for home-like living for
children who need intensive
psychiatric care.
It is a grouping of buildings that
includes basketball courts, a soccer
field, a greenhouse, lots of outdoor
play structures, large cottonwood
trees remaining from the former
UNM south golf course site, grassy
areas and several water fountains.
The center is the state's first
facility to be especially designed
and built to serve children who need
intensive psychiatric care.
Serving the entire state, the
center is a component of the UNM
Medical Center.
It has been
constructed with a $2.6 million
state appropriation.
Keynote speaker at the center's
dedication Wednesday was La
Donna Harris, member of the
President's Commission on Mental
Health and president of Americans
for Indian Opportunity.
Other speakers included Gov.
Jerry Apodaca, UNM President
William E. Davis, Dr. Leonard
Napolitano, director of the UNM
Medical Center and dean of the
UNM School of Medicine, and Dr·
Walter Winslow, chairman of the
medical
school's psychiatry
department and director of UNM
mental health programs.
Dr, Julie Lockwood is interim
director of the center, with Sue
Crewe as administrator. A staff,
ultimately to include about 150
persons, is being recruited and the
first children are to be admitted to
the center during the latter part of
July. Capacity will be 53 residents.

07/06

MISCEl.LANEOUS
599

buy•

WOMEN
EARN5S0·7S-18!o30yearsoraxe
panicipate in medical research involving blood
drawing and !!hUrHcrm estrogen administration must be normal weii!ht. Call Pat Dodd 277-4064.

06129

TEACHER ADVOCATE AT UNM. ATF!NMFT 811 a.m. TuTh SUB.
07120
LOWEST PRICES! BICYCLE !ires, thorn tubes,

locks, ~;ec:urity c:ables, lights, and more. 10 speed
junc~up:

$9.50, Richmond Bicycle Supply 266-1611.
102 Rii:hmond NE.
06/29

Eyeglasses or Cont.act Lenses
One day service, 'quality and
style at reasonable cost

07/20

HANGGLIDER: SEAGULL SEA HAWK. Less than
3 hours nying time. Todd. 241·0055.
06/29
STOP THROWING YOUR money away on rent, 12'
x 65• three bedroom mobile home, furnished, washer,
dryer, air-conditioned. Set-up and skirted near the
university. $7 ,500.00.·242-3411.
06/29
MUST SELL NEW P.anasonic 10-specd. E~cellcnt
condition. Lou; of light weight extras, Hardly used,
06/29
Call 296~2456 after6:00 pm.

GET YOUR TYPEWRITER repaired
Discount Prices. 881-421.1.

now a1
tfn

1975 KAWASAKI STREET/TRAIL blke, 175cc, 600
mi., mini condillon SSSO or best offer. 292·0615.

FAST ACCURATE TYP!NG266·39S3.
tfn
FREE BICYCLE REPAIR CLINICS AI the

06/29

Casey Opticat<Do;
(.Vt•xt dorJr

lfl

Caw11 llt•xall Dru~)

Lorn as at Washington
255-6329

..

COPIES
Overnight
3 1/2cea
4• same day

06/29

Tonight's topic: brake maintainance and repair.
Bring your bicycle! 106 Girard SE. Room 117. 265~
Sl70.
06129

Psychiatric center
·designed for kids

3407 Central NE. 2SS·2289.
01127
GOOD MABBIT FOOD at Ihe Sundance Vegetarian
Cafe, I:.!:? HarvardSE.
07/06

SUPER TUNE-UPS. $15 any car. You buy parts.

ANYONE SEEKING A HOME to purchase in the
university area, rerinance or cash 10 mortgage,
contact Tim at Ben Chavez Realty. 247-4377. 06/29

Albuquerque Bike- Co-op: 6:30 p.m. Thursdays.

CPC

equipmcm. EJCc:ellent money. fle~ible hours, Good
lead~. Quick uainlng, Any salc.'i experience, math,
psychology or busincs~ coursts helpful. Good_ chan«
ao get involved ~n America's Enerzy Experience. Call
07/06
Solar Assotiales. 344~2691.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. WOULD you like a
busines:'i or your own? You don'Lnced an of'lice 1o
scart. Begin al home. Full or part ri'me. Ideal lor bolh
married couples or singlt5. Call 266-4914. No
obligation. No inrormation over I he telephone. lei's
havec:otreeand talk. ·
06129

you I I Any s1ze dark wairmt staintd frame, 2) $a(t:IY
liner, 3) foam insulated comron pad, 4) any size
mallress with .S-yr guarantee. S99 al Water Trip! •.

EXPERT BICYCLE REPAIR. Compare our prices
on paris and accessories. Albuquerque Bike Coop.
1060irard SE. Room 117.265-5170.
06/29
"fUTORING AVAILABLE FOR Minority Saudents
in Ntlrsing in Chemistry 212, Malh 102, Biology 239.

Cali277-2S07.

SOLAR! EXCEUENT OPPORTUNITY. People

CHEAP WATERBEDS AT Water Trips.

07105

SERVICES

07120 ·

1%5 HONDA TRAIL BIKE, 90cc, runs, $50,00 or
bes1 orfer. 292-0615.
06/29
ANTIQUE CLOTHING, 1900's whites, 1920's
:">alins, 1930's never worn crepe's, 419 Dallas N.E.
Friday IOa.m.· 5 p.m. only. Cash only.
06/29

No Minimum

KINKO'S
2312 Cent. SE 268-851'5

New Mexico
Daily Lobo

Noon
Buffet
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Board OKs
ENMU budget
By MARC MERVIS

6 \78

Thursday, July 6, 1978

NEED EXTRA MONE;Y ror 1hc summer? The
J,.OBO pays It:; repor!crs. We need sporl~ and news
reporters.
,
06/29

8.

Dollies: $1.00 wilh an)' pure~. Personal service,
·cxpcrl repairs. Richmond Bicycl~ Supply. 102 Rich·

3.

CLU. 883-5360.

All>~querque Urban ObmvOiory,

CONTACTS??? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
'casey Opoieal Company, 2SS-8736.
07127
SAVE MONEY! THORN Tubes: S3.2S Wiuer
.

JOB: Sales, nexible hours, i!OOd pay.
Possible full-time during break. Call: Phil FranczyL-: 1

INTERVIEWERS: FACE-TQ.FACE, wanted to
wOrk Salurda)' evenings 7·9 p.m., $3,00/hr. Call

Ciive AQOR~_a ~U_and_ \Y(Ii ~is!en, 2?J~3~13. ~(2~

mond NE. 266-1611. Kevin.

DAILY

PART~TIME

· needed 10 reprC"Se"nl bQomtns line of solar energy

FREE FOUR BEAUTIF!JL KITTENS. Call 2434102.
06/29 BLOCKS TO CLASS. S7S.OO """ bedroom; fully
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, ID pharos. Lowest carpel~. Yard for children, peu. 262·17SI. Valley

M

Enerbgl~·h Profes~odr Zink will begin
esta Is ment an operation of a
national energy information center
affiliate at the institute.
Other awards were:
John L. Trujillo, biology,
$66,510,
F. Lee Brown, Bureau of
Business and Economic Research,
$23,802.
Stanley A. Moran, geography,
$23,543.
Gerald
G.
Liegh,
civil
engineering research facility,
$19,329.
Stephen G. Wells, geology,
$15,537,
Donald A. Neaman, electrical
engineering and computer science,
$10,000,
Marian "E. Rodee, Maxwell'
Museum, $8,000 ..
Van Deren Coke, Art Museum,
$6,000.

LESSONS:

New Mexico

· Arternoons and eveninas. Mu:n be able to work
friday. and Salurday nlsJns. Must be 21 )'rs old,
Appl)l In person, no phone calls please. Save-Way
liquor Stor~s a1 5708 Lomas NE, :S$16 Menual NE,
~129

BARBARA NATHAN PIANO, violin and auirar
in~truclion. Vanily House Aparlmenu. t 10·
Columbia Ave. SE Apl. Sl. Please 611~ nolt In
mailbox.
07/0S

Nine research grants totaling 2.
LOST & FOUND
more than half million dollars were. •
..
awarded tO various departmentS at FOUND: L~D!ES WATCH In front of ZimmermonLibrary. 17 Jewel. Identify. To claim call 29:2~33"
UNM,
after 2:00. Askfor Keith.
06129
The largest amount went to the FOUND: WOMEN'S WATCH. D<scribe and claim
Institute for Applied Research 266- 1643 · Near Zimmerman.
07106
Services with Professor Lee B. ZinkwLo.,scTh.:PzleiMasMecEaiR!M24A7·N899PA!.RKING lot. Ladios :,!ilv;.,r
vu ..
as the prinicipal investigator. The
grant carne from the Department of
,

PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE Sludents only.

8:30a.m. to 4:00p.m.

GUITAR

'~!/;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

EMPLOYMENT
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The State Board of Educational
Finance approved a revised Eastern
New M•exico University budget
June 29 after the university reduced
raises for its seven top ad. ministrators from an original
request of almost 17 per cent to
10.7 per cent.
The orignal budget was rejected
two weeks earler when BEF officials said the administrators'
salaries were "not in line" with
requests from other state universities.
In a special meeting at the
University of New Mexico, the BEF
unanimously approved ENMU's
Portales campus operating budget
of $26.1 million.
The BEF also
approved
operating budgets of $3.4 million
each for ENMU' s Clovis and
Roswell branches.
The State Deapartment of
Finance in Santa Fe must now place
its stamp of final approval on these
budgets before they become final.
Changes in administrators'
salaries from the previously submit ted budget are:
- $48,000 salary for the ENMU
president, originally $49,000.
- $32,718 salary for the vice
president
of
business
administration,
reduced
from
$34,500.
- $35,141 salaries each for the

vice president of student affairs and
the dean of fine arts, each down
from $37,000.
- $35,747 for the dean of arts
and sciences, previously $38,000.
- $36,959 salary for the dean of
education, down from $38,000.
The average salry increase for all
the school's administrators now
comes to about 12 per cent, said
Don S. Stuart, executive secretary
of the BEF.
The approved budgets for
ENMU and its branches indicate an
average salary increase for faculty
of 12.2 per cent and 12.4 p-er cent
increase for suport personnel.
After approving the revised
budget, the BEF instructed its staff
to inform ENMU President Warren
Anderson that it disagreed with two
points raised in a letter to the board
by the university'sboard ofregents.
In the letter to the Bf:F, the
regents said: "It is our understanding that the BEF did not
question the propriety of our goal
of attaining an equitable salary
relationship with UNM and NMSU
but did question whether it should
be accomplished in one year."
The regents further said: "We
make these· adjustments (reduced
administrators' salaries) with the
understanding that further substantial adjustments will be
necessary in 1979 to accomplish
over two years what we had intended intially to accomplish in one

year."

King to campaign
Former Governor Bruce King will campaign in various areas of the state
during the first part of July.
King will start h\s summer campaign activities on July 5th when he
L~VY .PHOTO
appears
before the New Mexico Aviation Association in Albuquerque at
Children's Psychiatric Center's dolphin fountain amuses
the
Stadium
Club.
patients.
King will spend the remainder of the week in the Albuquerque and
Outpatient and day treatment
Bernalillo County areas.
will also be provided, stressing
The former Governor will appear at a luncheon meeting before the
Lecture Under the Stars series
family and community involvement
Albuquerque
Press Club on Monday, July lOth. The Press Club will
with the children. Children will be will feature Joe Pluton the Central
announce the location at a later date.
isolated from their homes only Mall, Monday, July 10.
On July 12th, the candidate will serve as Grand Marshall of the Ed~y
Plut is an instructor at Brainerd
when absolutely necessary, center
County
Sheriffs Posse Rodeo. He will then attend a ~ar B ,Que m
staff said, and the cottages each State Community College in
Carlsbad
before leaving for Las Cruces for a day of meetmgs w1th supcontain a separate bedroom where Brainerd, Minn.
porters
there.
·
His lecture topic will be "Love:
visiting family members may stay.
On Friday, July 14th, King will attend the Roswell Chamber of ComEach cottage will be staffed 24 The Need foir Affirmation."
merce
Annual Meeting and Banquet.
Plut is best recognized as "The
hours a day, with rotating staff
King
will spend the ISth of July in Santa Fe for a meeting with State
. changes rather than a "live-in Happy Hugger" featured in People
candidf)tes
and elected officials.
parent"concept. None of the staff magazine.
will sleep in the coJ:Ia!!es.
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Enjoy all the piz.za and
salad you can eat
for only $1.19

Please place tha following classified advE!rtisement in the New Me11ico
D~ily lobo
time(s) beginning
, under the heading
(circle one): 1. Personals; 2. lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; !>
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Travel 8. Miscellaneous.

Monday ttlru Friday
from 11 :00 am to 2:00pm
Children under 12: age x 154

Plzzalnn®
((\Xe've got a feeling
you're gonna like us:~
1240 Wyoming Blvd. NE
5555 Montgomery NE
3040 Juan TaboNE

296-0588
881-1081
298-6868

Enclosed $ _ _ _ Placed by _ _ _ _ Telephone

'":r

~- c/:.;;_:,;n~

-

Marron Hall, Room 132
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Scum
over
duck
pond
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Directly Across From Yale Park

2216 Central SE-265-5986

J

ASHER

Biology professor Gordon Johnson said the algae is caused by too much nitrogen and phosphorus.

PHOTO
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